
Easily scalable  
Allows you to easily increase or decrease service speeds to meet your 
bandwidth requirements and save you money.

Customisable 
Allows you to decide and implement the features that add the most value to 
your customers.

Flexible QoS options  
Up to seven QoS classes to ensure you can prioritise the traffic efficiently.

Wide range of bandwidth options  
WAN Foundation offers speeds from 2Mbps up to 400Mbps so you can be 
sure there is always a option that meets your requirements.

Instant datacentre connectivity  
Pre-connected to over 50 datacentres in New Zealand to enable fast delivery 
of services to you and your customers.

Highly reliable network  
Build on Spark’s highly resilient MPLS network so you can trust your data will 
be secure and available.

A flexible WAN solution that allows you to choose which 
features are the most important for your network and for 
your customers. 

Spark Wholesale’s WAN Foundation is a highly flexible layer 3 
service. It offers increased versatility and infrastructure optimization 
by allowing the customization of the CLNEs to include additional 
capability, putting the focus on what you think is important for your 
customers. 
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Wholesale WAN Foundation Diagram 

To find out more information, contact your Spark Wholesale Account Manager or visit:

Key Product Features

Allows you to customize and control your layer 3 network 
by offering a router-less service.

Utilises Spark’s highly available and resilient MPLS core 
network providing full protection for your service.

Flexible bandwidth range allows you to choose  
speeds from 2Mbps to 400Mbps to increase your  
network efficiency.

Proactive management and performance monitoring

Wide range of access technologies through various  
access providers (Chorus, Ultra Fast Fibre, Enable and  
Northpower Fibre)

On-net access to over 50 datacentres in New Zealand and 
offshore

Single and multiple Class of Service (CoS) optionsNational IP/MPLS
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